MIGUEL ANNOUNCES NEW EP
‘ART DEALER CHIC VOL. 4’ OUT APRIL 9
RE-RELEASES CRITICALLY ACCLAIMED
‘ART DEALER CHIC VOL. 1-3’ TODAY

(March 26, 2021 – Los Angeles, CA) GRAMMY® Award-winning multifaceted artist Miguel has
announced his new EP, ‘Art Dealer Chic Vol. 4’ will be released April 9 via ByStorm/RCA
Records. In tandem with today’s announcement, Miguel has re-released his critically acclaimed
‘Art Dealer Chic Volumes 1-3’ today. Listen to them here.
“I've been doing a lot of work to consider and refine my beliefs in the last few years. Inevitably,
this brought me back to Art Dealer Chic as ADC is more or less an moniker for active mindset
curation; Choosing the thoughts, emotions, and actions that reflect my truest self instead of
letting what I've experienced or what is expected of me dictate my choices,” Miguel shares, “As
a basic operating system this mentality has made a profound impact on my life and I want to
continue to share how, through the music and the conversation around ADC.”
Following the original release nearly ten years ago, Stereogum featured Vol. 1-3 as their
coveted “Mixtape Of The Week” and The FADER heralded Vol. 1 as “an unassumingly strong
three-song set that finds him subtly stretching his comfort zone.” SPIN declared Vol. 1-3 as “a
brisk, confident, futuristic jog through decades of soul and R&B,” while Pitchfork proclaimed,
“armed with a diverse bag of tricks, [Miguel] offers some of the best R&B of the year on these
three fearless EPs.”

ABOUT MIGUEL: Miguel projects his own internal gratification, intense passion, and inimitable
spirit through a signature pastiche of R&B, pop, alternative, funk, and rock. His enthusiasm,
elation, and excitement carry through the music as if by osmosis. Since 2010, the culture has
absorbed this energy from Miguel. With dozens of multiplatinum certifications, a GRAMMY®
Award win for “Best R&B Song” out of 12 nominations, three #1 debuts on the Billboard Top
R&B/Hip-Hop Albums Chart, billions of streams, and sold out arenas and amphitheaters
everywhere, he consistently eclipses boundaries. Beyond numerous solo hits, he has also
joined forces with everyone from Mariah Carey and Alicia Keys to J. Cole and Travis Scott for
blockbuster collaborations. However, his personal journey vividly unfolds in technicolor on
2021’s Art Dealer Chic, Vol. 4 [ByStorm/RCA Records].
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